ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Gene expression measurements using DNA microarrays have now become a commonly used tool in the field of molecular biology and medical research. Microarrays consist of many species of probes, either oligonucleotides or cDNA, that are attached in a predefined organization to a solid surface. They allow researchers to measure the abundance of thousands of mRNA targets simultaneously (see e.g. Lockhart et al., 1996; DeRisi et al., 1997) . Despite improvements in technology, microarray data is partial and noisy in nature. In both oligonucleotide and cDNA arrays, the numbers reported in a dataset are real values that convey the image brightness of a fluorescent dye bound to the target. These numbers are far from being a clear one to one mapping of the mRNA level of a gene.
There are many factors that influence the output of microarray experiments and are responsible to the noisy nature of the data. Some are related to the Microarray platform used, like variation in the target spot on the slide, the probe sequence design, etc. Some are the result of the image analysis procedure, as each array is scanned separately and its image is subject to some segmentation and analysis procedures. Other factors that influence the microarray experiments output are biological or chemical in nature. For example, variation in the experimental setup like the temperature in which the chemical reaction is made or the concentration of buffers used to wash the DNA chip arrays. Unrelated biological variability might have a crucial effect on the output of such experiments where thousands of hybridizations are performed simultaneously. In many cases, the measurements are effected by variability of the target genes which is unrelated to the signal the experiment is aimed to test (e.g. cell-cycle-related change in both tumor and normal tissues). The end effect of these many factors is the noisy nature of the datasets produced.
This noisy nature of the data has motivated the development of many signal quantitation (SQ) algorithms.
These algorithms perform various transformations on the experiments readings, trying to enable researchers to compare microarray readings of different genes quantitatively across separate arrays [see Quackenbush (2002) for a review]. A variety of computational approaches are used in these algorithms, including ANOVA (Kerr et al., 2000) or other approaches aimed to remove noise from the readings (e.g. Yang et al., 2001 ). Some use model-based estimations with a form of parameters optimization search (Li and Wong, 2001; Zien et al., 2001) or turn to likelihood maximization in a probabilistic setting (Hartemink et al., 2001) . All these algorithms try to filter out noise artifacts and to estimate the mRNA levels relative to a fixed global amount ('normalize'), or to compare relative levels between arrays ('scale'). However, it is relatively unclear whether there is a 'best' algorithm to quantitate microarray data. Furthermore, considering the diverse nature of experimental systems and microarray platforms, there may be no 'best' method and different methods should be applied to different experimental settings. The ability to compare and assess such algorithms is crucial for any downstream analysis.
Because it is generally not possible to measure the exact mRNA amounts for thousands of targets by some other experimental procedure, the task of comparing the performances of different SQ algorithms becomes non-trivial. One can take a theoretical approach. This usually involve some assumptions on the statistical nature of the data. Using these assumptions one can try and prove certain statistical characteristics of an SQ algorithm output or demonstrate it using a matching artificial dataset. Alternatively, one can try and compare SQ algorithms using publicly available datasets for which there is prior knowledge about the mRNA levels or the aberrant genes as performed by Lemon et al. (2002) and Irizarry et al. (2003) . These datasets are typically the result of controlled experiment done on a small subset of genes with known concentrations of their mRNA. Although useful, the inherent problem of both approaches described above is that they compare the SQ algorithms in restricted and 'sterile' conditions, either theoretical or experimental ones.
Our approach is complementary to the ones just described. Our aim is 2-fold. First, we aim to illustrate the differences that might arise from different SQ procedures applied on real datasets. Given this important effect of SQ algorithms on any downstream analysis our second aim is to suggest tools that will enable researchers to assess the relative effect of various SQ algorithms on their datasets. This will hopefully lead to improvement in results obtained from gene expression experiments, as well as the confidence in them. All the tools we describe in this study are straightforward to use and publicly available at http://www.cs.huji. ac.il/labs/compbio/scoregenes/ Our approach to assess the effect of SQ algorithms exploits both known biological signals in the data as well as redundancy in the dataset. These are combined to measure the effect of the SQ in terms of signal to noise changes. The redundancy used is either of redundant probe sets or of repeated hybridizations. We use it to test the variation in SQ estimation. Because expression data is a combination of the biological signal and various noise artifacts, we expect SQ algorithms to be able to decrease variation across replicates, while keeping the biological signal intact. To test the effect of the SQ on the biological signal, we use a set of algorithms developed by us (Ben-Dor et al., 2002) . This set of algorithms use various statistical considerations to find the differentially expressed genes and evaluate the statistical significance of their overabundance. The combination of variability estimation with the measured effect on known biological signals enables us to assess the relative effect of SQ algorithms in terms of signal to noise.
In this paper, we concentrate on Affymetrix oligonucleotide arrays and on algorithms that handle the experimental readings at the probes levels. However, most of the approaches described are applicable to other algorithms and microarray platforms.
The main dataset we used contain eight Affymetrix Hu95 arrays of tandem repeats, produced to evaluate the effect of various factors on a much larger scale gene expression research. We used the SQ algorithms shipped in the Affymetrix software suite MAS5 (2001, http://www.affymetrix.com/ support/technical/manuals.affx) as a 'baseline' and compared it with two other algorithms, both commonly used and have a freely available software that implements them. The first one was presented by Li and Wong (2001) and implemented in the dChip software (2001, http://www.biostat. harvard.edu/complab/dchip/). The second one was developed by Irizarry et al. (2003) and recently implemented in the RMAExpress software (2003, http://stat-www.berkeley.edu/ bolstad/RMAExpress/RMAExpress.html).
We start by reviewing the methods we use to assess the effect of SQ algorithms in terms of variability reduction and signal enhancement. We then demonstrate the results of such analysis on a 'real life' dataset and conclude with a discussion.
METHODS
To find differentially expressed genes and evaluate the statistical significance of their overabundance, we have used the methods previously developed by us in Ben-Dor et al. (2002) . We will only review these in general terms now.
Threshold number of misclassification (TNOM) is a nonparametric method that scores a gene by its ability to set a discriminative threshold between two groups of experiments (e.g. tumor and normal tissues). The score for a gene is computed in the following way. All experiments are classified according to the groups in interest. Subsequently, the classification tags of the experiments are ordered according to the readings of the gene in the matching arrays. This is termed the gene's rank vector. Then, the minimal number of misclassifications that can be made using any possible threshold on the rank vector is computed. The P -value of the score is computed as the probability of getting a score as good as that in a random ordering of the classification tags. Similar to TNOM, the INFO score measures the level of homogeneity when partitioning a gene's rank by a single threshold value. Instead of counting misclassifications, like TNOM does, INFO score uses the information theoretic notion of conditional entropy (Cover and Thomas, 1991) . In Addition to these two methods to evaluate differentially expressed genes, we also used two other methods based on common statistical tests, namely the t-test and the Wilcoxon's rank test (see e.g. DeGroot, 1989) . All these methods are implemented in the publicly available package ScoreGene (2001, http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/labs/compbio/scoregenes/).
Using the statistical P -value interpretation of each of the above scores, we are able to compute the overabundance graph. This graph compares the amount of genes with low P -value scores, to what would be expected under the matching null hypothesis. The comparison of such overabundance graphs when different SQ algorithms are used enable us to compare the relative effect of the SQ algorithms on the signal.
Computing replicates variability (RV)
We need to assess the variability in an SQ algorithm output. Various redundancies in the dataset can be exploited towards this end. We start with replicate arrays. One possible way of measuring variability across tandem replicates arrays is via the squared correlation coefficient statistic (R 2 ) as suggested by Irizarry et al. (2003) . In this case, the correlation coefficient is less appropriate for our needs as it treats all samples in the same manner, while our data contains samples from diverse origin and magnitudes (e.g. tumor and normal tissues). We therefore prefer the following statistic. For any SQ algorithm A we denote by E r k i the log of the expression quantitation of gene i in replicate number k of the r experiment. We define:
where µ(E r i ) and σ (E r i ) are the mean and SD of the expression quantitation of gene i across the replicates of experiment r. For tandem repeats, which is often the case, this simplifies to:
This measures the variation of E i across the two replicates of r, normalized by the mean of E i . Note this normalization is essential as we need to compare variations in E i computed by different SQ algorithms that might work in different scales.
We want to be able to model the fact that when comparing SQ algorithms, each might do differently for a specific gene, in terms of its ability to quantitate correctly. We therefore model each gene's variation across replicates as a random variable. To measure the variability of A's quantitation predictions for the i's gene, we compute the mean and SD of the matching random variable V i :
In order to compare and visualize for each gene the quantitation variation across replicates by two different SQ algorithms A and B, we compute for each gene:
This means that on all genes for which [ 
there is a trade-off between the mean and the variation of replicates variability when using A or B. Note that the magnitude of 
Computing probe variability (PV)
A redundancy which is built in the Affymetrix DNA chip arrays, is that of multiple probe sets which are supposed to measure the mRNA level of the same gene. Theoretically, the readings in all probe sets should be identical. This of course is not the actual situation as each probe has its specific reading influenced by the exact base composition, the location (near the 3 or 5 ), etc. Furthermore, there can still be some uncertainty in a gene location, alternative splicing, etc. All this will cause different probe sets of the same gene on the Affymetrix chip to give different readings. Nonetheless, we can still try and exploit this 'semi' redundancy to compute for each array the variation across probe sets of the same gene. Formally, for a gene i with N i multiple probe sets:
where j is the index of the array and µ(E j i ) is the average expression quantitation for gene i, over all its probe sets, i.e.
µ(E
This means that V j i measures the variation over redundant probe sets in a specific experiment j . Following similar argument as in the V i formulation, the variability of expression quantitation of gene i over different probes is measured by:
where M is the number of arrays we have in our dataset. Similar to Equation (4), in order to compare two SQ algorithm A and B we compute the relative difference in each gene's redundant probe sets' variability:
Finally, there is the question of statistical significance of the improvement by one algorithm over the other. Comparing (V i ) over a large set of genes usually results in large scatter plots graphs. In some cases the improvement may be clear cut, with a distinct bias above or below zero. For the general case, however, one usually gets a distribution which is far from normal and still needs to assess whether there is a statistically significant difference between the two algorithms outputs. We used Wilcoxon's rank test to compare the distribution at hand with the same distribution with a zero median. This is a non-parametric statistical test which is also susceptible to outliers, as is often the case.
RESULTS
To demonstrate the effect of various SQ algorithms and their comparative analysis on 'real life' datasets we have concentrated on a dataset which contained eight Hu95 Affymetrix arrays of tandem repeats. This was part of a much larger dataset of Affymetrix arrays which contained many sources for variability. The arrays were produced in two different laboratories: Sheba Medical Center and University of Colorado Health Science Center. Two different scanner settings were used during the experiments. There were also many biological causes for variability between samples. This includes age, gender, cell types mixture and cancer subtypes.
We focused on comparison of three algorithms for signal quantitation of Affymetrix chips. The first is the one released by Affymetrix itself (MAS5, 2001 ). This algorithm uses Tukey biweight averaging over the log transformation of the probes in the set. We used this algorithm in its default setting, only performing global normalization to a total value of 600. The second algorithm we used was developed by Li and Wong (2001) and implemented in their dChip software (2001) . This uses an 'invariant set' of genes to 'normalize' the arrays and then fits a parametric model using a multiplicative factor per probe with an additive Gaussian error. Following results by Lemon et al. (2002) as well as others, we choose to run dChip set to fit the model which uses only the perfect match probes. The third algorithm we used was introduced by Irizarry et al. (2003) and fits the data with a log scale linear additive model. We used its version implemented in the RMAExpress software (2003), which uses built-in default settings only.
In order to compare the different SQ algorithms effect, we used the standard Affymetrix MAS5 output as baseline and compared it with two other algorithms output. Figure 1a In terms of the magnitude of the improvement, we see again that dChip had a more extensive group of genes for which it performed better than MAS5, as there are more points further away from the origin. We also verified the statistical significance of the improvement achieved by dChip's output by using a Wilcoxon's rank test on the distribution of The reduction in variability in the transformed measurements over replicate arrays is only one side of the picture though. The main issue is whether this reduction was also a result of the loss of real biological signals in the data. To test the effect of the SQ algorithms quantitatively on the signal in the data, we tested the overabundance of differentially expressed genes by the methods we described in the previous section. The overabundance graph in Figure 2a is for INFO score on differentially expressed genes, testing tumor versus normal arrays. Although, the graph shows that the variability of the data was relatively decreased by dChip and RMAExpress, the amount of informative genes has increased. We used several statistical criterion to choose the set of differentially expressed genes, such as Bonferroni correction threshold or the false discovery rate control as in Ben-Dor et al. (2002) . All resulted in a mild increase in the set of informative genes when using dChip and a greater increase when using RMAExpress. For example, using the Bonferroni correction for 95% confidence level with Info score we get 1482 informative genes from the dChip output and 1660 genes using RMAExpress, compared with 1415 genes from the MAS5 output. Even when we focus only on the most top scoring genes (Fig. 2b) , which are naturally the first to be used for any downstream analysis, we see the effect remains similar, where dChip performs slightly better than MAS5 and RMAExpress is able to achieve a distinct improvement in the number of informative genes. These results are a clear indication that the quantitation made by dChip and RMAExpress increased the signal to noise ratio in the data, and that their reduced variability can mostly be assigned to a decrease in the noise level. We have tested this for all the set of scoring schemes for differentially expressed genes described in the Methods section, with similar results. We have also tested the overabundance graph for other possible signals in the data (e.g. for subtypes of normal or tumor tissues), and the relative improved signal by RMAExpress and dChip's output was retained (data not shown).
To gain more insights into the biological signals in the data and the effect of the various SQ algorithms, we tested for several other hypothesis. The first hypothesis we tested concerned the possibility that a certain SQ algorithm's output will have some correlation between the genes found to be informative and the genes for which it has a better quantitation estimation, as measured by the quantitation variability over replicates. We tested this for a variety of scoring schemes for informative genes and various statistical thresholds for the P -value of the scores and found no such correlation. Another related possibility was that if we concentrate only on the more informative genes (i.e. genes found to be differentially expressed), the comparative analysis results would be different. Again, using all the scoring schemes described in the Methods section and different thresholds on the P -value scores, we got the same general picture as in Figure 1 (data not shown). We note that the intersection of the informative genes between the various scoring methods was found to be about 75% and was invariant to the P -value threshold or the SQ algorithm used. The intersection of informative genes by dChip and MAS5 output was about 70%. The intersection of informative genes by RMA and MAS5 output was about 80%. Intersection of informative genes by all three SQ algorithm gave 65% of the informative gene originally selected by MAS5 output alone, invariant to a wide range of P -value thresholds used on all scoring methods. These results has an immediate implication on the analysis of this specific dataset of tumor and normal tissues. It means that changing the SQ used changes the list of candidate genes for further medical investigation by more than 30%.
Finally, we also wanted to test the hypothesis that the performance of some SQ algorithm correlates with expression level. This might be the case if one of the algorithm tends to fit better a certain range of expression levels as was indicated by Lemon et al. (2002) . Our results showed no specific correlation between the performance of the SQ algorithms and the estimated expression level (data not shown).
As another test for variability of SQ estimation, we tested the variability over redundant probes sets. We repeated the comparison of dChip and RMA output with MAS5 which served again as a baseline. The results of comparing Figure 3a and b, respectively. Comparing dChip with MAS5, we see that for 30% of the redundant probe sets we got a better SD of V i by the MAS5 algorithm while having a better mean for V i by dChip [bottom right quadrant with (
Nevertheless, for about 45% of the genes dChip's output had less redundant probe sets variability (bottom left quadrant) while MAS5 had improved V i for about 20%. The comparison to RMA (Fig. 3b) is again much more clear cut for 96% of the redundant probe sets using RMA resulted in a relative decrease its variability. To summarize, although the general tendency here is similar to the one we get by testing V i , the results here are much more noisy, and indicate a more refined screening of the redundant probes is in order. Such screening will remove probe sets known to have biological reasons for high variability such as alternative splicing, etc.
DISCUSSION
The ability to assess the effect of signal quantitation algorithms on gene expression data is crucial for our basic confidence in the results and hypotheses we produce. We have used a 'real life' dataset of eight Affymetrix Hu95 arrays of tandem repeats from both tumor and normal tissues in order to demonstrate how a comparative analysis of SQ algorithms can be performed. As described, the three SQ algorithms we have tested [implemented in MAS5 (2001 ), dChip software (2001 and RMAExpress software (2003)], all commonly used, tend to 'agree' in terms of the most informative genes on about 70-80% of the genes. Maybe, the most common and fundamental hypothesis produced from gene expression experiments is the set of genes we believe to be differentially expressed. The fact we get a change of 20-30% in the most informative genes when switching SQ algorithms for such 'real life' data should motivate any researcher to try and assess the effect of SQ algorithms on his/hers specific dataset.
Our aim is to enable any researcher to perform such a comparative analysis of the effect SQ algorithms on a specific 'real life' dataset, in which the mRNA level are generally not known. A basic characteristic of a good signal quantitation algorithm is that the transformations it performs on the experiments readings reduce noise artifacts and increase the biological signal found. The approach we presented tries to measure exactly this by testing two things: the noise as reflected in variability across replicate arrays or redundant probe sets, and the effect on known biological signals as evident by the overabundance of differentially expressed genes.
We have used the methods we develop in this paper to perform a comparative analysis of the effect of three SQ algorithms. Both RMA and dChip have a 'condensation' effect on the data, relative to the standard output by MAS5. dChip output was found to be generally more robust than MAS5, with better reduction of variability across replicate samples for 60% of the genes while marginally improving the amount of informative genes in the data. In the case of the RMA algorithm output there was a distinct reduction of variability across replicate arrays and redundant probe sets for more than 95% of the genes. The transformations made by RMA also increased the signal to noise ratio in the data as implicated by the increase in overabundance of informative genes. These results remained invariant to various statistical criterion used for informative genes and for all the methods we used to score differentially expressed genes.
There have been several other works which have tried to assess the effect of SQ algorithms. Most works were part of an effort to produce new and improved SQ algorithms. Zien et al. (2001) developed a scaling algorithm at the probe set level and tested its predictions variability by doing a 'jack knife' procedure over a given dataset. Lemon et al. (2002) did a systematic comparison of the dChip's algorithm (using its two variants named LWF and LWR) with the previous Affymetrix software, MAS4. This included both theoretical analysis and experimental verification. Affymetrix itself has published several tests, based on an extensive 'latin square' experiment, comparing the effect of the new MAS5 algorithm with the previous MAS4 one. Recently, Irizarry et al. (2003) performed a systematic comparison between MAS5, the reduced LWR model of Li and Wong (2001) and their RMA algorithm. Their comparison was based on several well controlled 'latin square' datasets containing several repeats. In fact, there is currently a general effort to build a set of publicly available datasets on which SQ algorithms could be tested dChip software (2001). Our approach for comparing SQ algorithms is complementary to the ones just described. Although very valuable, theoretically based comparisons as well as comparisons on experiments such as the latin square are 'sterile', constrained to some assumptions (in the theoretical case) or few genes (in the latin square experiments). We aim to enable researches to test the effect of any SQ algorithm on their specific dataset.
We note that our method uses several assumptions which may seem to limit its usage. First, there is the need for replicates in the dataset. We also demonstrated the ability to use redundant probe sets in the Affymetrix chip, yet this method seems much more noisy and less reliable. Second, there is the inherent assumption that there is some known signal in the data against which we can test the SQ effect. Of course this is not always the case. Moreover, in some cases the biological signal concerns a relatively small subset of genes, in which case tests for overabundance of informative genes may not be suitable. However, the basic approach demonstrated in this study might be adopted in many such cases. Even in cases where the biological signal is unknown (e.g. when testing for unknown subtypes of diseases), there might be another known signal in the dataset on which the test might be performed (e.g. male versus female). 2 Even if there is no known signal in the data, one can still test the effect of the SQ algorithm on the differentially expressed genes in terms of their information content, using the methods described in Ben-Dor et al. (2002) . Another possibility is to test the effect on unsupervised signal discovery (Ben-Dor et al., 2002) . In such cases one tries to look for a possible (unknown) signal in the data and test the overabundance of informative genes with respect to this signal. Such tests, along with testing the effect on other downstream analysis (e.g. hierarchical clustering, or algorithms for learning higher models or regulatory networks) are important for researchers in order to assess the effect of a given SQ algorithm on their data.
There are several directions in which this work can be extended. Using the same principle of estimating the effect on signal to noise, one can pursue a more theoretical based comparison, similar to the approach taken by Lemon et al. (2002) . A more practical approach would be to test the effect of SQ systematically on a larger set of downstream analysis tools or to do a wide range comparison on more publicly available datasets for which there is mRNA levels estimations based on some other experimental verification. Another important approach to compare various SQ algorithm is to use artificial datasets. Lamentably, to the best of our knowledge all current simulators for gene expression data work at the probe set level, while the algorithms we compare here all work at the probe level, reading input directly from Affymetrix CEL files. The question on how to model various sources of noise at the probe level is therefore an open question for future research. We hope the understanding of the importance of SQ algorithms for gene expression data and the need to assess the SQ algorithms effect in rigorous ways will lead researchers to use the methods we describe as well as to develop other, more extensive, ones.
